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My Editor Mary always refuses to let me label my example patients with names like Jake
or Fluffy, or Puss n Boots.
One of the more common reasons for caretakers to take their furry friend to their doctor is
for the diagnosis and treatment of lumps, bumps, warts, growths, and many other
descriptive terms for things that grow in, on and under the skin. Cosmetic surgery to
remove various benign skin lesions from our pets is a multi- million dollar industry just
like it is in people. Warts are contrary to popular belief not obtained by touching the
bumps on a toad, and they won’t go away by rubbing an old rag on the warts. But
nevertheless it’s cheaper and healthier for your pet to do the old rubbing thing than to
remove them surgically. Many, but not all warty growths can be eliminated simply by
giving the body a little direction. Having a Homeopathic consult can reveal a remedy that
will instruct the body to reabsorb the wart over time. When the proper remedy is given it
invigorates the doctor inside all of us to identify the foreign tissue (wart), attack it with
inflammation, and remove it. They will eventually either drop off or shrink in size until
they are completely gone. Now I’m sure there is not one of us that want to look at or feel
warts and skin tags on our pet’s fur when we groom and brush them, but it is really in
their best interest if we leave most of them alone. Cosmetic surgery can and has been in
my experience a detriment to many middle to older age pets. Unless the skin growths
must be removed for an important reason like bleeding, or malignancy, it is better to
leave them alone. When the body has packaged up and focused disease energy on the
surface as in a wart and then that wart is removed the bodies energetic focus then goes
back inside to a deeper more vital place like the heart, liver and kidneys. Time and time
again within weeks of elective surgery for benign skin issues a pet has experienced severe
side effects and become very ill or even passed away. It is not without much clinical
proof that excessive vaccination is often responsible for the development of skin cancers
and benign warts. When good homeopathic antivaccinosis remedies are used properly
tremendous progress can be made to treat these skin issues without surgery. A future
column will cover this in greater detail.

